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Abstract 
A significant amount of research and practice in the law enforcement arena focuses on spatial 
and temporal event analysis.  And although some efforts have been made to integrate spatial and 
temporal analysis, the majority of the previous work focuses on either a spatial or temporal 
analysis.  This research adds temporal and neighborhood indicator functions to a feature-space 
based Generalized Linear Model (GLM) to identify patterns both spatially and temporally within 
an actor’s site selection criteria.  The development of this hybrid GLM methodology improves event 
forecasting accuracy and offers better insight for law enforcement resource allocation.  We use a 
surveillance plot to compare model performance across a space-time surface using both simulated 
and real-world crime data.  The enhanced GLM is compared against both simulated data and 
criminal incidents collected from police reporting.  Initial results show that considering a GLM 
with temporal indicators provides a computationally efficient and sufficiently accurate alternative 
to similar methods, such as kernel density and hierarchical models. 
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1. Spatial-Temporal Event Prediction 
In crime analysis, we have a challenge with spatial-temporal modeling.  Crime analysts have several 
analytical tools for examining spatial distributions or “hotspots” of crime.  Analysts also have tools 
available for the analysis of temporal patterns in crime.  However, these systems lack a methodical 
approach for identifying and analyzing spatial-temporal patterns.  Accounting for temporal patterns inside 
of current spatial-analysis methodologies offers the law enforcement community a significantly improved 
understanding of criminal patterns in time and space, one that would benefit proactive policing and 
resource allocation. 
This article reviews the use of generalized linear models (GLMs) in crime analysis and modifies the 
feature-space GLM used for criminal site selection (CSS) analysis to include temporal and neighborhood 
indicator functions.  The use of these indicator functions allows us to integrate spatial-temporal 
information into the CSS analysis by examining the state of the surrounding neighbors during the previous 
temporal interval.  To investigate the applicability of this approach, we analyze both a simulated dataset 
and a sample dataset from a small US city.  We compare performance of the models using a surveillance 
plot across a space-time surface.  The GLM with indicator functions (GLM+) provides a computationally 
efficient and sufficiently accurate alternative to the base GLM and other similar methods. 
The remainder of this section provides a quick review of CSS, GLMs, and the proposed set of indicator 
functions.  The subsequent section introduces the simulation and examines the methodology against a 
simulated crime dataset.  The third section presents a review of the methodology against a “real world”
crime dataset across a small study horizon.  In the final section, we review conclusions from the research 
and propose an alternative for future research. 
1.1. Criminal site selection 
CSS is the process by which a criminal selects the time and space to execute an event on the basis of 
their preferences for certain locations and certain time periods [1].  The majority of the work on CSS uses 
spatial distances to environmental features and spatial representations of social demographics to examine 
which locations are preferred by criminals for certain types of crimes [2], [3].  CSS problems are a 
variation of spatial choice models; we assume a criminal will select a site from a set of alternatives on the 
basis of the perceived utility, or worth, of that site [4], [5].  CSS nests well within the rational criminal 
theory since it assumes that spatial point processes involving actors are a result of the actors' mental 
processes and perceptions [6].  
Advances in geographic information systems (GIS) enable the practical application of feature-space to 
CSS [7].  Since our initial focus is on criminal events as a point process, we lay a null grid layer across 
the study region to represent the lack of events within the space [3], [8].  We measure spatial distances 
from both the null grid and incident layer to various features within the study region.  For demographic 
variables obtained from census data, we assign values to points based on the containing or nearest 
polygon's values.   
1.2. Generalized Linear Models 
Generalized linear models provide an extension to the basic linear model that is the core of regression 
analysis.  Introduced by Nelder and Wedderburn [9], GLMs provide a means for analyzing binary data.  
Extensive discussions on GLMs are found in [10], [11], and [12].   The two basic components of the 
GLM are a response from the exponential family and a link function that provides the relationship 
between the response and the predictors [11].  For this research we use binary data, a zero or one, to 
represent the criminal's decision to initiate, or not initiate, a criminal event at a certain time and place.  
The feature-space model used for CSS problems is an example of a GLM applied to criminal event data. 
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Algebraically, we define Yi,t = 1 as the presence of a crime during a given temporal interval and Yi,t = 0
as the absence of crime at the site i within the specified temporal interval t.  We model the criminal events 
within the study area and horizon as a random variable with a Bernoulli distribution similar to [3] and 
include temporal and neighborhood indicator functions as proposed in [13] and [14]: 
where ,i t  is the probability of crime based on a logit link function of X as a vector of predictor features 
of length k.  As discussed above, these features represent the spatial distance from a known location to a 
feature that might be a part of the criminal’s site selection process.  The vector of coefficients β is used to 
estimate the criminal’s preference on the selected features with two additional coefficients for the 
indicator functions.  1k   is the neighborhood autoregression coefficient and 2k  is the temporal 
coefficient.  Equations 2 and 3 define the neighborhood and temporal indicator functions.
We continue to identify the presence or absence of a crime using Yi,t and include Yj,t = 1 as the presence 
of a crime within a neighboring site j.  We define the second order neighbors of site i to be the set of all 
sites j that share an edge or a vertex with site i.  The neighborhood indicator function provides a positive 
response if the second order neighbors of Yi,t have observed an incident during the previous temporal 
period.  A variation of this neighborhood indicator function could include the weighted sum of the clique 
to further increase the impact of the neighbor structure on the model [15].  The temporal indicator 
function provides a positive response if the previous state of Yi,t was an observed incident.  Variations of 
the temporal indicator function could include second order autoregressive or moving average functions to 
provide increased fidelity to the temporal relationships within the actor’s site selection processes.  Adding 
the temporal regression variable gives us an additional avenue to explore temporal relationships and 
dependencies in the actor’s space-time selection process. 
This new generalized linear model with temporal and neighborhood indicators (GLM+) builds upon 
the construct of [3] and allows us to model the CSS as seen in Equation 4 below:  
2. Simulated Data Study 
While the feature-space model has been shown to be effective in modeling criminal activity [7], we use 
a small agent based simulation to create an environment where we control the CSS process of criminal 
agents.  We modify the work of [16] to create a small spatial region in which we can simulate temporal 
and neighborhood patterns within an agent’s CSS process.  We populate the spatial region with only two 
breeds of agents: criminals and citizens. Using an agent based model helps us account for the probabilistic 
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nature of crime.  In order to manage the likelihood of a criminal event, we use a function that adjusts the 
criminal agent’s preference for certain sites at certain times.  This modification of the routine activity 
theory formula of [16] and [17] allows criminal agents to maintain separate spatial regions, yet share a
similar site selection process related to event initiation.  We identify six features within the spatial region 
to represent entertainment, business, and residential sectors.  Within each time step, we attempt to mimic 
the real world applicability of routine activity theory.  If a criminal agent shares a space with a citizen 
agent, the criminal agent calculates the preference for executing a crime at that specific space for that 
specific time using equation 4.  In the simulation, measuring from each patch to these locations gives us a 
spatial distance, or a predictor feature value Xk. We adjust the value of β in order to increase the 
probability of criminal agent’s decision from the lower right portion of the simulation to the upper left 
quadrant with a seasonal temporal pattern. Each run of the simulation produced 120 days of activity.   
Fig. 1. (a) Sample screen of crimes from simulation.  Black squares represent crimes occurring without a temporal 
shift in the criminal’s site selection process.  White squares represent crimes occurring when a criminal agent shifts 
his preference based on a designated temporal shift of his spatial preferences for certain sites.  (b) Predictive threat 
surfaces based on GLM forecasting for simulated data. Areas with higher probability of crime are shown with darker 
colors. (c) Predictive threat surface for GLM+ forecasting.  The GLM+ threat surface accounts for more of the 
temporal shift in the upper left corner. 
We aggregate the simulated crime data and model using both the base GLM presented in [3] and the 
GLM+ from Equation 4.  The predictive surfaces shown in Figure 1 represent the high probability areas 
of crimes calculated using the resulting models.  While the GLM identifies the two areas of crime, the 
GLM+ more accurately models the shift in preference along a continuous time analysis from the lower 
right corner to the upper left corner and back in accordance with the criminal agent’s rule set.  The 
performance of the models against the test data from the simulation indicates that the GLM+ provides a 
13% increase in predictive performance across the space-time surface when compared to the GLM 
without indicator functions. 
3. Sample Data Study 
After examining the methodology against the simulated data, we apply the methodology against a real 
world dataset sampled over three years with approximately 5,000 incidents.  We further subsample to a 
thirty day training set and a thirty day test set surrounding a large sporting event held in Charlottesville, 
VA during the spring of 2005.  We aggregate the data at the census block level and set Yi,t = 1 if a criminal 
assault occurs within the specified census block during one of the days in the study horizon.  Although 
aggregation at the census-block level limits the predictive ability for tactical employment of forces, the 
aggregation simplifies the computational requirements of the GLM+ model while still providing the 
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analyst a way to visually identify and understand space-time criminal patterns.  The block-group and daily 
aggregation results in a 37 x 60 day matrix for a total of 2,200 observations. 
To measure the performance of the two models, we use an adjustment of the receiver operating 
characteristic curve known as the surveillance plot to depict the rate of accurate crime predictions against 
the rate of false positives [18], [19].  The surveillance plot depicts the percentage of area observed 
compared with the percentage of incidents observed.  In practical terms, the surveillance plot assists law 
enforcement by showing how much terrain must be monitored in order to observe the highest percentage 
of crimes.  
Fig. 2. Surveillance plots for sample data study.  Sub-figure (a) depicts the performance of the GLM (dashed line) 
with the GLM+ (solid line) across the entire study region.  Sub-figure (b) depicts the performance of the two models 
across the top 20% of the study region with regards to high criminal likelihood. 
The surveillance plot seen in Figure 2(a) depicts our primary measure of performance.  The GLM+ 
model clearly surpasses the GLM without temporal and neighborhood functions especially in the first 
20% of space as seen in Figure 2(b).  Overall the GLM+ model provides a 14% improvement over the 
GLM for identifying areas of high criminal likelihood.  The GLM+ incorporates both temporal and 
neighborhood information into the base feature-space model and gives law enforcement personnel an
improved ability to target spatial areas with a high likelihood of crime while still accounting for temporal 
changes in a criminal’s CSS process.
4. Conclusions 
For strategic-level crime monitoring, the GLM+ offers a methodology for modeling criminal activity 
within spatial regions using continuous time horizons.  For this research, we expanded the base feature-
space GLM to include indicator functions that provide insight to both spatial and temporal patterns within 
the criminal site selection process.  We applied the methodology to both a simulated data set and a 
practical data set from a small US city.  On both data sets, the GLM+ provides significant lift when 
compared against a test set.  The use of GLM+ construct provides a method that is computationally swift 
and sufficiently accurate.  The inclusion of temporal and neighborhood indicator functions allows law 
enforcement personnel to account for recent past activity at a given location and within the surrounding 
spatial neighborhoods. 
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Several challenges remain for the further consideration of temporal features into the criminal's site 
selection process.  Both the base feature-space model and the enhanced GLM are computationally 
intensive for the examined application area.  Although the GLM+ offers the performance benefits of 
improved predictive ability and faster modeling when using aggregated data, other approaches might 
deliver similar results with even greater gains in computational time.  Structural vector autoregressive 
models (SVAR), even with high computational requirements, show promise for forecasting employment 
rates given spatially based economic indicators [20], [21].  Using a SVAR construct for modeling CSS 
might improve predictive ability if temporal changes in other features affect a criminal's temporal 
considerations for certain sites.   
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